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Detailed view Art.no. 3500250

Deeper

Deeper Futterboot QUEST mit
Sonar Modul

Art.-No. 3500250
EAN 4779032950916

Details

Designed for the ultimate carp fishing experience. Scan the waters and place the bait in a designated location. It`s packed
with great features that every carp angler will appreciate. The Deeper Quest has two BLDC electric motors that provide
plenty of power and reach a speed of 3 km/h. Powerful, efficient, durable and quiet at slow speeds.

CHIRP SONAR MODULE WITH 3 BEAM FREQUENCIES
Scan the waters with Deeper Quest to discover fish spots faster. Explore a larger area with the wide-angle 47° (100 kHz)
beam, take a closer look with the medium 20° (240 kHz) beam, and get closer to specific points with a narrow 7° (675
kHz) beam.< br>
INCREDIBLE RANGE AND BATTERY LIFE
Unlock enormous possibilities with a range of up to 400 meters for both sonar and bait boat. Deeper Quest works for up to
9 hours and can be charged in just 3 hours with fast charging. The battery is fully charged in 4 hours. The Li-Ion battery is
easily replaceable, so you don`t have to wait long to use Deeper Quest again.

AUTOPILOT SYSTEM WITH BUILT-IN GPS
Automatically scan an area to create water depth maps or Set a multi-point path while you set up the rest of your gear and
prepare the bait or just relax. GPS accuracy is 1m. Send Deeper Quest to a specific point to release up to 2kg/3L bait and
return.

Package Included:
? Deeper Quest Bait Boat
? Rigid Green Backpack
? Backpack Rain Cover
? Phone/Tablet Protective Cover
? Cleaning Towel
? Remote Control
? Remote Control Protective Cover
? Ball Head
? Phone Holder
? Remote control carrying strap
? Charger adapter
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? USB-C 65W charger
? USB-C charging cable
? Magnetic charging cable
? 2x replacement propellers
? Handle replacement keys
? 2x replacement antenna
? 2x cleaning brush
? soft storage bag
? 2x Li-Ion battery: 14.4 V - 6.7 Ah - 96.48 Wh total power: 192.96 Wh
? Quick Guide

- For more information please download the datasheet -

No liability is assumed for the accuracy, completeness or topicality of the data provided here. If a delivered product deviates from this,
there is a right to return but no right to delivery of the goods with a characteristic specified here.
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